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Abstract

Modelica is a language for modeling the physical world. This language is developed by re-
searchers from different organizations. Modelica is an object-oriented language, and based on
equations, which belongs to non-causal modeling. There are tools developed for Modelica. Model-
ica can model vehicle motion in a lively and easily way. With Modelica, many complex systems can
be modeled and analysed.
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1 Introduction

Modelica is designed for physical modeling. Modeling and simulation are becoming more im-
portant since engineers need to analyse increasingly complex systems composed of components
from different domains. Examples are mechatronic systems within automotive, aerospace and
robotics applications. Such systems are composed of components from domains like electrical,
mechanical, hydraulical, control, etc.[1] Directly designing and developing in these domains may
lead to high cost and low efficience, for the non-thought up and uncertain factors. Therefore, mod-
eling is important for a mature product.

In October 1996, a group of researchers from universities and industry started work towards stan-
dardization for the several existing object-oriented languages at the present.[2] Therefore, Modelica
came out with aiming at modeling dynamic behaviour of engineering systems and meta-modeling
extensions have been developed. Then, Modelica has become a standard in this domain.

Modelica has some features comparing with other modeling language: object-oriented, non-
causal modeling, allow tools to generate component. These kinds of art in Modelica make it more
suitable for modeling complex system.[3]

Modelica is object-oriented. Every thing in Modelica can be an object, such as a Class, Function,
Model, Connector, Record. Every object has its attribute and equation. Object-oriented language
is suitable for large systems for reusability, which does a lot help for the efficience and can reduce
system complexity.

Modelica is non-causal modeling. Non-causal modeling is based on equations and can lead
to lower system complexity comparing with the value-assigned modeling style. The solution of
equations of a model can be assigned according to the data flow automatically.
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Figure 1. 3 Bit Counter

Figure 2. 3 Bit Counter‘s code in Modelica

Modelica has tool-support to generate component. There are several tools can support drag-
component style with Modelica, such as, OpenModelica and Dymola.

Modelica has a standard library. This library is useful for elementary modeling mechanical,
electrical, electronic, and hydraulic elements.[4] Modelica is open-source so that users can develop
libraries for specific needs. In this paper, we use a library Vehicle Dynamics to model automobile
steering.

In this paper, Section 2 will introduce the modelica language‘s features and standard library.
Section 3 will outline the Vehicle Dynamics library. Section 4 will give an example with library
Vehicle Dynamics library. Finally, Section 5 will conclude the experiences with Vehicle Dynamics
Library.

2 Modelica and Standard Library

First introduce with an example. Figure 1 shows a 3 Bit Counter Example. This simple system
is composed of three components. The system supports 3 Bit counter.

From Figure 2, variable Enable is connected to Counter with the interfaces and variable Clock
is connected to Counter with the interfaces.The standard library is basic for modeling and has been
used to implement heavy modeling works with satisfying results.[5]
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Figure 3. Modelica model structure

2.1 Model program structure

Modelica program structure is such like Figure 2. The simplest model is Figure 3. Within
the blocks model simpleModel and equation, variables can be declared. Within the block between
equation and end simpleModel, equations and connection statements can be put into. In Modelica
not only Model can be declared, but Record, Class, Connector, Function. Everything can also be
treated as an object.

2.2 Object-Oriented Modelica

Modelica is Object-Oriented. There are several objects in Modelica: Class, Model, Connec-
tor, Record, Block, Function. Each type of class can be inherited. Modelica has encapsulation.
The models of system components are connected through rigorously defined interfaces or connec-
tors(e.g. Fluid connectors with pressure, flow rate, and enthalpy, or heat connectors with temper-
atures and heat fluxes). Any two components with compatible connectors can be bound together,
regardless of their internal details.[6] In each class, there can be multi-type classed be declared.
These can help multi-physics modeling.

2.3 Modelica equation

Modelica is equation-based language. From Figure 2 this can be seen that the connection s-
tatements are in equation section. The equations in equation section can help increase reusability
of model components, since components adapt to the data flow context in which they are used.[2]
Without value assignment statements but the equations, the system allows acausal modeling high
level specification and increased correctness. For complex systems, equation-based statements can
not only be easily implemented but clearly.[7]

Some work can be more convenient in Modelica, for exmaple, PDE(Partial Different Equations)
Models, since Modelica is equation-baed.[8]

3 Vehicle Dynamics library

Modelica can import libraries to model some specific model.[9, 10]Vehicle Dynamics library is
designed to model physical state of vehicle motion. This way to extend the Modelica environment
is using by many people who wants to model more.[11]
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Figure 4. Vehicle Dynamics model

Systems for control of Vehicle Dynamics went to series production for the first time in 1978 with
the limitation of brake pressure to avoid locking the wheels to ensure cornering under all braking
conditions.[12]

These models are directly modeled with Modelica and its tool. However, models from other
environments can be transformed into Modelica, which is a attractive for working direction.[13, 14]

Vehicle Dynamics library is to model vehicle chassis. This library has seven main components:
Chassis component, Wheels component, Drivers component, Utilities component, Environments
component, PowerTrain component, Aerodynamics component.[15]

Figure 4 shows the basic library structure. The noGraphicsRoad is the model of driving road of
this car, basicAirResista is air resistance model and constantWind model the wind. The chassis is
the main body. A driver controls the chassis. The chassis have connectors to connect the drivers
and wheels.

There are four levels in a model. They are vehicle level, chassis level, suspension level and
component level. The highest level is the vehicle level and can be seen in Figure 4.

Within chassis level, a complete chassis is built up using suspensions, wheels and a main auto-
mobile body. Within suspension level, components are used to build up new suspensions. Within
component level the foundation for efficient reuse of vehicle models is laid. Components like a-
arms, trailing arms, multi-links, anti roll linkages, rack steerings etc. are available.

4 Case Study

The vehicle dynamics library is to model vehicle. In Figure 5,
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Figure 5. Vehicle

the Car has four wheels. There are two three-dimensional coordinate systems. The coordinate
system (Xa, Ya, Ra)(Figure 7) marks the coordinate position where the car is running. Another
coordinate system (Xb, Yb, Rb)(FIgure 8) marks the car‘s inner components‘ coordinate position.

The car is composed by one chassis and four wheels. Wheels connect the chassis with connec-
tors. In (Xa, Ya, Ra), the three axises Xa, Ya, Ra have same origin of coordinates Oa. V represents
car‘s moving direction and speed.

Figure 5 is the vehicle level. The coding station of vehicle level is in Figure 6. This figure
makes it clear that this vehicle model is composed of five main components. These components are
connected by the connectors.

Figure 6. Vehicle code
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Figure 7. Universal Coordinate System

Figure 8. Automobile Coordinate System

Figure 9 is the chassis level. The car‘s structure is showed. Main components are four wheels,
two suspensions and one body. Wheels are connected with the suspensions. The two suspensions
are connected with each other. Figure 10 is the code of this level. Components are declared to add
onto this vehicle.
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Figure 9. Chassis Level

Figure 10. Chassis Level code

Figure 11 is the Suspension level. This level shows the suspension‘s structure. In this picture,
the car is subdivided once more. We can see how the suspension is composed in Figure 12, the code
picture of Suspension level

Figure 11. Suspension Level
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Figure 12. Suspension Level

Figure 13 is the Component level. This figure can show the the component BushingAntiRollBar
of Figure 11. Figure 14 demonstrates the Component Level of BushingAntiRollBar. Comparing
with Figure 12, it can be seen that BushingAntiRollBar is the part of Suspension.

Figure 13. Component Level

Figure 14. Component Level

The design patterns can be put into use. For Real-Time applications, reusable design patterns
can be used.[16] For some strict Real-Time system[17], Modelica can model this system by more
variables and equations. For real-time system, it is strict on the modeling language.[18] Modelica
can be also used in this system. Another language UML can model some dynamic scenes.[19] But
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Modelica can be more suitable than UML for its equation based style.

5 Conclusion

This paper shows the basis of Modelica. Modelica is an object-oriented and non-causal equation
language. The property of object-orienting increases the reusability of a system. Non-causal equa-
tions can be can reduce system complexity, since this can regardless flow of data comparing with
value assignment method. Vehicle Dynamics library is designed to help model dynamic vehicle
scenes.

Since Modelica can be useful for modeling physical world. In the future work, We can try
to extend the standard library and develop more libraries to meet the needs for modeling more
about the physical world. Meanwhile, another branch is modeling transformation. Since UML and
other modeling language is easily to build up a model but difficultly to verify this model. We can
transform these UML models to Modelica models.
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